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All About 
Growing Ginger

GROWING GINGER - 
KEYS TO SUCESS

THE LIFECYCLE
OF GINGER
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GROWING GINGER
FROM SEED

HILLING,
FERTILIZING AND

WATERING

HARVESTING
GINGER

PRESERVING
FRESH GINGER

WELCOME TO THE WINDCREST FARM 
GINGER GROWING GUIDE

We began growing USDA Certified Organic fresh baby ginger (Zingiber officinale)
at Windcrest Farm (Zone 8a) over a decade ago. 

 
We fell in love with growing this aromatic plant, harvesting the bio nutrient dense

rhizome, and offering our customers a unique product that is not normally seen
outside tropical growing regions. Today we offer freshly harvested ginger as well

as ginger seed rhizomes and plants.
 

From a modest first year harvest of 42 lbs.  to a wonderful bounty of 843 lbs. in
year ten, we have learned a few things about growing ginger. 

 
This guide will help you learn from our experiences and help you grow your own

ginger plants.
 

All of the photos shown have been taken at Windcrest Farm.



GROWING GINGER
Keys to Success

Plant ginger outdoors
after the soil

temperature is at least
55 degrees F and the air
temperature is warming
into the 70's. Remember,
ginger is a tropical plant.

SOIL & AIR
TEMPERATURE

Ginger plants can grow 3  to
4 ft. tall and the rhizome can
spread up to one foot. Give
in-ground plants plenty of

space. To grow in
containers, chose a large

pot or grow bag.

GIVE GINGER
PLENTY OF ROOM

Ginger likes plenty of
moisture but does not like
"wet feet". Make sure your

soil, whether in-ground or in
a container, gets regular

watering and is well-
drained. 

NO "WET FEET"

Ginger enjoys partial sun,
strong morning sunlight and
afternoon shade, or dappled

shade all day long. Ginger
can be grown in full sun, but

make sure the soil
temperatures do not get

above 90 degrees F.

SUN REQUIREMENTS

Ginger requires 3 to 4
applications of a

balanced fertilizer during
the growing season.

Compost alone will not
meet the nutrient

requirements for growing
ginger.

FERTILIZING
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Ginger Plant Lifecycle

The seed rhizome sprouts
"eyes" and  roots form.

FEBRUARY - MAY

Vegetative growth
continues. Each new stalk

signals an additional
"finger" on the ginger

"hand".

JUNE - AUGUST

Roots become established; 
 new stalks sprout.

MAY-JUNE

Ginger rhizomes fatten and
continue upward and

outward growth. This is the
most rapid growth stage.

The end of September is the
best time to harvest for

"baby" ginger.

AUGUST - SEPTEMBER

Ginger rhizomes
continues to grow with a

brown skin ('cuticle')
beginning to form. The
foliage begins to turn
yellow and die back,
signaling the plant is

going dormant.

OCTOBER - NOVEMBER
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Foliage dies back to the
soil and the ginger plant
goes into dormancy. The
ginger rhizome must be
kept at 60 degrees F for
sprouting and regrowth

in the spring.

DECEMBER - JANUARY
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GINGER SEED
Ordering, Prepping,  Planting

Ginger seed averages 10 to
15 seeds per pound. Yield

depends on fertilization and
growing conditions. Yields

range from 
8 oz. yield/ 1 oz. seed 

to 12 oz. yield/ 1 oz. seed.

SEEDS PER LB.
YIELD PER SEED

Plant seeds 4" to 10" apart. 
 Closer spacing allows

plants to shade and cool the
soil but requires more
hilling. Longer spacing

reduces hilling frequency,
and lessens disease

pressures.

SEED SPACING

Ginger requires a long
growing season. Sprouting

the seed  in a warm (70+
degrees F) environment
before planting outside

extends  the season for a
better harvest.

SPROUTING
GINGER SEED

Amend the soil if necessary
to ensure good drainage.

Plant in rows or beds 3 feet
apart. Dig a trench a min. of
6" deep and mix fertilizer in

the bottom of the trench.
Place sprouted ginger in the

trench and cover with
approx. 2" of soil. 

IN-GROUND PLANTING

Use a well-draining
potting mix and grow
bags or large pots for
upward and outward

growth and hilling. Fill
container with 4" to 6" of
potting mix w/ fertilizer.

Place seeds and cover w/
2" potting mix. 

CONTAINER GROWING
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Hilling, Fertilizing &
Watering Ginger

Ginger grows upwards
and outwards from the

seed rhizome. By hilling
up the soil around the

plant at least 3 to 4 times
during the growing

season, yields increase.

HOW GINGER
GROWS

Whether in the ground or in
containers, hill ginger plants

when a bright pink color
appears on the stalk at the

soil line.

WHEN TO HILL

Initially planting the seed
pieces in a trench gives you
ample  soil to pull 3" to 4"

of soil onto the plant at
each hilling. High quality

compost can also be used
to hill up ginger.

HILLING

A good harvest depends on
good fertilization. Ginger

should be fertilized a
minimum of 3 to 4 times

during the growing season.
Earlier applied fertilizers

should be higher in nitrogen;
later  applied fertilizers

higher in potassium.

FERTILIZING

Ginger needs plenty of
moisture, but does not

like to sit in wet soil.
Water plants enough to
keep the soil or potting

mix evenly moist without
drying out.

WATERING
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Harvesting Ginger

Harvest fresh baby
ginger and the green tops
beginning in mid-to-late

September for bright
baby ginger and vibrant
greens. Ginger begins

forming a brown skin in
mid-Oct. in Zone 8a.

WHEN TO HARVEST

The entire ginger plant is
edible - rhizomes, stalks and

leaves. The stalks can be
used to flavor broths and

the leaves can be dried for
teas. Harvesting in mid-to-
late September yields the

best greens harvest.

WHAT TO HARVEST

Insert a garden fork or
shovel approximately 6" to
12" deep and 12" from the

stalks to avoid cutting
rhizomes. Lift upwards

while lightly pulling up on
the stalks. For containers,

simply tip out the plant.

HOW TO HARVEST

Snap or cut off the roots
attached to the rhizome.

Use a sprayer to remove soil
from the fresh ginger, stalks
and leaves by spraying from

the bottom up to preserve
pink "scales" on the

rhizome. Stalks and leaves
may be removed depending

on market and/or use.

POST HARVEST
HANDLING

Fresh baby ginger should
be stored at 55 degrees F

and with moderate
humidity to prevent the

skin for hardening.
Storing too cold will
cause the ginger to

become "limp" but is still
useable. 

STORING  GINGER
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Preserving Ginger

Thinly slice ginger and
dry in a warm oven or
dehydrator. The dried
slices should "snap"

when bent indicating it
can be stored without

molding. Dried ginger can
be stored whole or

ground into powder.

DEHYDRATE

"Baby" pickled ginger is a
common compliment in

many Asian dishes. Fresh
ginger can also be used to

infuse salt and sugar with a
slight ginger flavor for a

wide range of recipes.

GINGER PICKLES,
SALT & SUGAR

Our favorite way to store
ginger is to freeze it, either

whole, in pieces, or as a
paste. Use frozen ginger

within a year for best flavor.

FREEZE

A "tincture" is an herb or
spice that has been placed

in alcohol to extract it's
flavor and/or medicinal

qualities. A ginger tincture
can be used by drops
medicinally or used

generously in beverage
recipes.

 GINGER TINCTURE 

A  holiday favorite,
candied ginger can be
preserved for ginger

bread and cookies, and
other warming recipes

treats. Candied ginger is
a popular treatment for

an upset tummy. 

CANDIED GINGER
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Freezing Fresh 
Ginger & Turmeric

Separate the rhizome
"fingers" and rinse well.

Baby ginger and turmeric
have no rind, so there's

no need to peel them. Use
a wet paper towel to

gently rub off any
remaining soil.

CLEAN

Spread the paste into ice
cube trays, then place in the
freezer overnight. Each cube
creates a good size portion
for stir-fries, teas and other

recipes.

FREEZE IN ICE
CUBE TRAYS

Use a food processor or
blender to grind the

rhizome into a paste. Baby
ginger and turmeric are
juicier than the mature

rhizome, so no additional
water is needed.

MAKE A PASTE

Once frozen, the cubes are
easy to pop out to store in a
freezer container or zip lock
bag. Now there is no need to
pull out the grater each time

you want to add ginger or
turmeric to a recipe. The

cubes thaw quickly and can
be stored in the refrigerator

for one week.

POP 'EM OUT!

Make sure to label your
container with the

contents name and the
date. Ginger and turmeric
are best used within one
year of freezing - just in
time for the next fresh

harvest!

LABEL THE BAG!
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This is our favorite method to preserve both fresh
ginger and turmeric. Turmeric is pictured here.


